Brussels Travel Guide: The Best Booking Resources. These are my favorite companies to use when I travel to Brussels. They are included here because they consistently find deals, offer world-class customer service and great value, and overall, are better than their competitors. If you go on a tour with anyone, go with them. And, as a reader of this site, you'll get exclusive discounts when you click the link! The Man in Seat 61 â€“ This website is the ultimate guide to train travel anywhere in the world. They have the most comprehensive information on routes, times, prices, and train conditions. If you are planning a long train journey or some epic train trip, consult this site. I buy Rough Guides because I get 50% off their books, and because I like them. The Rough Guide to Brussels was clear, concise and contained all the information we needed to visit Brussels, Bruges and Ghent as part of a long weekend in Belgium. I wish their maps were a bit bigger and had more street names on them, as we found them to be not very user-friendly, and I also wish that suggested walking routes for Brussels and Bruges could have been given (the one for Ghent was very good). Other than that I buy Rough Guides because I get 50% off their books, and because I like them. The Rough Guide to Br... Travel Books > European Travel Books. Share to Facebook. Share to Pinterest. Share to Twitter. ISBN: 1848360339. The Rough Guide to Brussels 4 (Rough Guide Travel Guides). by Phil Lee, Martin Battersby, Martin Dunford. No Customer Reviews. This description may be from another edition of this product. The Rough Guide to Brussels is the definitive guide to the capital of Belgium and the EU. A 16-page, full-colour introduction gives an inspiring insight into many of the city's highlights, from the top